OPERATING THE WHEELCHAIR LIFT AND REMOTE

1. POWER DRAWER BUTTON - Press to lower or raise power drawer.
2. DRIVER MODE SELECT - Press to switch between driver and passenger.
3. DRIVER PARTS & SERVICE CENTER - Contact for parts and service.
4. CUSTOMER SERVICE - Contact for general inquiries.
5. DASHBOARD DRAWER CONNECER - Connect to power source.
6. DASHBOARD DRAWER WIRING - Connect to power source.
7. DASHBOARD DRAWER FUSES - Replace fuse if necessary.
8. DASHBOARD DRAWER POWER - Connect to power source.
9. DASHBOARD DRAWER DIMMER - Adjust brightness.
10. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT - Turn on or off.
11. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT COVER - Replace cover.
12. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT HOLDER - Replace holder.
13. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT SOCKET - Replace socket.
14. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT SWITCH - Replace switch.
15. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT WIRE - Replace wire.
16. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER - Replace adapter.
17. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT CONNECTOR - Replace connector.
18. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER SOCKET - Replace adapter socket.
19. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER WIRE - Replace adapter wire.
20. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER CONNECTOR - Replace adapter connector.
21. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER - Replace adapter adapter.
22. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER SOCKET - Replace adapter adapter socket.
23. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER WIRE - Replace adapter adapter wire.
24. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER CONNECTOR - Replace adapter adapter connector.
25. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER - Replace adapter adapter adapter.
26. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER SOCKET - Replace adapter adapter adapter socket.
27. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER WIRE - Replace adapter adapter adapter wire.
28. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER CONNECTOR - Replace adapter adapter adapter connector.
29. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter.
30. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER SOCKET - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter socket.
31. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER WIRE - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter wire.
32. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER CONNECTOR - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter connector.
33. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter.
34. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER SOCKET - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter socket.
35. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER WIRE - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter wire.
36. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER CONNECTOR - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter connector.
37. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter.
38. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER SOCKET - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter socket.
39. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER WIRE - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter wire.
40. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER CONNECTOR - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter connector.
41. DASHBOARD DRAWER DASH LIGHT ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER - Replace adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter adapter.
OPERATING THE WHEELCHAIR LIFT AND REMOTE
- Press and hold UP button until platform is completely raised. This will activate the winch to stop the platform at the desired height. The lift will remain activated and be ready to assist when needed.

NOTE: To deactivate the winch, press the DOWN button. The lift will return to the lowest position and the winch will be deactivated.

To order parts, please contact Prevost Parts:
- Prevost Car Company, Inc.
- 2250 Point Blvd., Suite 410
- Fort Worth, Texas 76155
- Tel: 1-817-685-0460
- Fax: 1-817-685-0460

CUSTOMER SERVICE
- Prevost Car Company, Inc.
- 2250 Point Blvd., Suite 410
- Fort Worth, Texas 76155
- Tel: 1-817-685-0460
- Fax: 1-817-685-0460

- All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. © 2016 All rights reserved. "Prevost" , the Prevost logotype, Prevost model designations and all other Prevost related marks, images and symbols are trademarks, registered trademarks and/or exclusive properties.
OPERATING THE WHEELCHAIR LIFT AND REMOTE

Press and hold UP button
- Platform is fully extended.
- Fully open vehicle sliding door located above lift. The lift operator, or attendant should do this.
- Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Platform automatically lowers when platform arrives at floor level.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Up automatically rises when platform drops below floor level.
- Platform moves downward toward stow level and thereby enables the lift.
- Platform moves inward from lift compartment. If platform is below stow level, it must first be raised above stow level.
- Stow - Platform moves inward from lift compartment.
- Deploy - Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- RAISE PLATFORM
- Lower platform controller unit until platform controller is gripped.
- Check hand button is lifting arm retracted and retracted in a vertical position.
- Release platform controller and controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform. Controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- DEPLOY PLATFORM
- Fully extend lift compartment.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- NOTE:
- Platform cannot be moved up or down unless platform is fully extended.
- NOTE:
- Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Platform automatically lowers when platform arrives at floor level.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Up automatically rises when platform drops below floor level.
- Platform moves downward toward stow level and thereby enables the lift.
- Platform moves inward from lift compartment. If platform is below stow level, it must first be raised above stow level.
- Stow - Platform moves inward from lift compartment.
- Deploy - Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- RAISE PLATFORM
- Lower platform controller unit until platform controller is gripped.
- Check hand button is lifting arm retracted and retracted in a vertical position.
- Release platform controller and controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform. Controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- DEPLOY PLATFORM
- Fully extend lift compartment.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- NOTE:
- Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Platform automatically lowers when platform arrives at floor level.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Up automatically rises when platform drops below floor level.
- Platform moves downward toward stow level and thereby enables the lift.
- Platform moves inward from lift compartment. If platform is below stow level, it must first be raised above stow level.
- Stow - Platform moves inward from lift compartment.
- Deploy - Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- RAISE PLATFORM
- Lower platform controller unit until platform controller is gripped.
- Check hand button is lifting arm retracted and retracted in a vertical position.
- Release platform controller and controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform. Controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- DEPLOY PLATFORM
- Fully extend lift compartment.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- NOTE:
- Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Platform automatically lowers when platform arrives at floor level.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Up automatically rises when platform drops below floor level.
- Platform moves downward toward stow level and thereby enables the lift.
- Platform moves inward from lift compartment. If platform is below stow level, it must first be raised above stow level.
- Stow - Platform moves inward from lift compartment.
- Deploy - Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- RAISE PLATFORM
- Lower platform controller unit until platform controller is gripped.
- Check hand button is lifting arm retracted and retracted in a vertical position.
- Release platform controller and controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform. Controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- DEPLOY PLATFORM
- Fully extend lift compartment.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- NOTE:
- Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Platform automatically lowers when platform arrives at floor level.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Up automatically rises when platform drops below floor level.
- Platform moves downward toward stow level and thereby enables the lift.
- Platform moves inward from lift compartment. If platform is below stow level, it must first be raised above stow level.
- Stow - Platform moves inward from lift compartment.
- Deploy - Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- RAISE PLATFORM
- Lower platform controller unit until platform controller is gripped.
- Check hand button is lifting arm retracted and retracted in a vertical position.
- Release platform controller and controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform. Controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- DEPLOY PLATFORM
- Fully extend lift compartment.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- NOTE:
- Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Platform automatically lowers when platform arrives at floor level.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Up automatically rises when platform drops below floor level.
- Platform moves downward toward stow level and thereby enables the lift.
- Platform moves inward from lift compartment. If platform is below stow level, it must first be raised above stow level.
- Stow - Platform moves inward from lift compartment.
- Deploy - Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- RAISE PLATFORM
- Lower platform controller unit until platform controller is gripped.
- Check hand button is lifting arm retracted and retracted in a vertical position.
- Release platform controller and controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform. Controller is gripped in a vertical position. Release platform controller to lower platform.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- DEPLOY PLATFORM
- Fully extend lift compartment.
- PARTIAL LIFT PLATFORM
- Partially extend lift compartment.
- UP LIFT SEAT
- Fully open vehicle seat controller unit above lift. This step applies only to F9TF models that have this feature.
- NOTE:
- Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Platform automatically lowers when platform arrives at floor level.
- Provides power to the pendant Power enable switch
- Up automatically rises when platform drops below floor level.
- Platform moves downward toward stow level and thereby enables the lift.
- Platform moves inward from lift compartment. If platform is below stow level, it must first be raised above stow level.
- Stow - Platform moves inward from lift compartment.
- Deploy - Platform moves outward from lift compartment.
OPERATING THE WHEELCHAIR LIFT AND REMOTE

1. POWER SWITCH: Slide to the rear to activate the lift.

2. DRIVER'S GUIDE: Located on the dashboard.

3. CD/USB: Push and hold for fast forward.

4. VOL: Push and release to select previous track.

5. CD/AUX Mode Select

6. AUDIO Button

7. VIDEO IN

8. FREEZE button

9. ARRIVAL SELECTOR

10. COMFORT SEL.

11. DASH KEYPAD: To do so, press the power enable switch and exit this mode.

12. 12 Volt Power Connector

13. DEPLOY: Platform moves outward from lift compartment.

14. DOWN: Platform lowers toward ground level. Bridgeplate automatically lowers when platform arrives at floor level.

15. FASCIN: Push to rotate through choice of audio mode.

16. CD/USB: Switch between sources other than radio.

17. AUTOMATIC: Panoramic camera (Optional) On/Off.

18. VOL: Turn volume knob to adjust sound in each mode.

19. WARNING: The LCD panel will show "GONG PASS".

20. MUTE: Deactivate the microphones gong sound.

21. GONG SOUND LEVEL:

22. TO THE ORDERS: To order parts.

23. CUSTOMER SERVICE: Tel: 1-800-939-0133

24. Fax: 1-877-999-8809

25. 2955-A Watt Street

26. Elgin, Illinois 60123

27. FOR OTHER MODELS (refer to Figure 495).